TO ALL NATIONAL FEDERATIONS
TO ALL BUREAU MEMBERS
TO ALL INSTRUCTORS

Subject: Referees' uniform

Despite several reminders to the National Federations regarding the compliance with the official referees' uniform, a large number of referees enter international competitions with ill-assorted uniforms and non-compliant colors.

I use the opportunity of the beginning of the season to remind all National Federations of the elements forming the official uniform:

- Classic navy jacket with FILA badge and pin (no other badge will be tolerated)
- Grey trousers (no turn-ups) with a black belt
- Long or short sleeved light blue shirt with FILA logo on the left chest
- Yellow tie with FILA logo
- Black socks
- Black plimsolls

For those who want to purchase the official uniform, orders can be placed at:

VARGAS Divatstudio Ltd.
Pusztaszeri koz 4
1025 Budapest - Hongrie
Tel (36.1) 436 0453
Fax (36.1) 436 0454
E-mail: k.varga@vargas.hu
Web: http://www.vargas.hu

For those who want to have their uniforms produced in their country, please strictly respect the style and colors of the official uniform by taking it as example.

All referees who enter competitions in 2011 with non-compliant uniforms will be denied the access to promotion courses and will not be allowed to work on the mat.

I thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Raphaël Martinetti
FILA President

Corsier-sur-Vevey, 07 January 2011/Jdr